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ABSTRACT
Science fiction is increasingly involved in innovation processes in technological sectors. The imaginary, through design fiction, stimulates the creativity of decision makers and engineers who work to create a better world through technoscience. Science fiction participates in global innovation by constructing sectoral myths and by proposing a new form of rationality integrating the technical imaginary. Imaginnovation is a neologism, a synthesis of the terms imagination and innovation. This practice, already developed in several companies and organizations, will guide the decision-making process during the next industrial revolution. Science fiction appeared more than 200 years ago, when technical progress profoundly changed society. It later became an integral dimension of collective psychology. Its critical dimension must also be considered as a structuring element of the contemporary technical imagination. Innovation realizes imagination and science fiction allows the productive system to access the unconscious fantasies of individuals and social groups.

SUMMARY
Science fiction is increasingly involved in innovation processes in technological sectors. Industries of computing, virtual reality, biotechnology, space exploration and climate control are part of the fourth industrial revolution. The imaginary, through design fiction, stimulates the creativity of decision-makers and engineers
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who work to create a better world through technoscience. Science fiction participates in global innovation by constructing sectoral myths and by proposing a new form of rationality integrating the technical imaginary. Imaginnovation is a neologism, a synthesis of the terms imagination and innovation. This practice, already developed in several companies and organizations, will guide the decision-making process and the design of new products during the next industrial revolution. Science fiction appeared more than 200 years ago, when technical progress profoundly changed society. It later became an integral dimension of collective psychology. Its critical dimension must also be considered as a structuring element of the contemporary technical imagination. Innovation realizes imagination and science fiction allows the productive system to access the unconscious fantasies of individuals and social groups.

INTRODUCTION

This article looks at the impact of science fiction in the management of the fourth industrial revolution. Multiple technologies are presented as the elements of a major change in the global economy in the coming years. Most of them have been described in imaginary narratives, the oldest of which date back to the nineteenth century. Each technology announced as revolutionary will be the subject of an analysis of its imaginary representations (Alkon, 2002, 2010). The question will be whether science fiction anticipates scientific discoveries and technical progress. Better still, it will be suggested that economic cycles and industrial revolutions are stimulated by imaginaries often under-considered by the actors of innovation processes. Virtual reality, nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, cognitive sciences, the space sector, and many others are brought to radically change society. The fear of destructive automation of employment is a speech that often appears at the beginning of a new period of innovation. Technophobies and technological utopias find an ideal field of expression in science fiction. With the 4th industrial revolution, a new use of science fiction appears. Now, the most innovative companies are creating their own science fiction. They study the imaginary to develop their strategic visions, which must be mobilizing for their employees, but also for future clients. The next industrial revolution is already perceived as one that will achieve science fiction. Producing fiction is a necessity to maintain leadership in certain technological sectors such as ICT.

But science fiction also raises fears of the population vis-à-vis a techno-scientific sphere that could generate monstrosities if it was not controlled by citizens (Brake, 2008). The Frankenstein syndrome is constantly coming back to give a critical dimension to this imaginary. Some actors regret that this imaginary is developed
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